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Architecturally Homogeneous Power-Performance
Heterogeneous Multicore Systems
Koushik Chakraborty and Sanghamitra Roy, Member, IEEE

Abstract— Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), a
widely adopted technique to ensure safe thermal characteristics
while delivering superior energy efficiency, is rapidly becoming
inefficient with technology scaling due to two critical factors:
1) inability to scale the supply voltage due to reliability concerns
and 2) dynamic adaptations through DVFS cannot alter underlying power hungry circuit characteristics, designed for the
nominal frequency. In this paper, we show that DVFS scaled
circuits substantially lag in energy efficiency, by 22%–86%,
compared to ground up designs for target frequency levels. We
propose architecturally homogeneous power-performance heterogeneous multicore systems, a fundamentally alternate means
to design energy efficient multicore systems. Using a system
level computer-aided design (CAD) approach, we seamlessly
integrate architecturally identical cores, designed for different
voltage-frequency domains. We use a combination of standard
cell library based CAD flow and full system architectural simulation to demonstrate 11%–22% improvement in energy efficiency
using our design paradigm.
Index Terms— Dynamic voltage frequency scaling (DVFS),
energy efficiency, multicore systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION

G

LOBAL concerns about green environment, coupled
with the rapid evolution of commodity multicore
systems, present unique challenges to improve the energy
efficiency—an estimate of the performance delivered per
watt of power drawn by the system. Multicore chip designs
throughout the last decade have witnessed the trend of
increasing number of on-chip cores. For example, IBM
POWER7 and Sun ROCK processors have eight and
16 on-chip cores, respectively [1], [2]. Utilizing several
on-chip cores, these systems can run many applications simultaneously, creating a wide diversity in power-performance
requirements. In such an environment, meeting the steep
energy efficiency demands requires a flexible multicore platform with the ability to exercise fine grain control [3]. On the
other hand, interaction of multiple on-chip cores plays havoc
in maintaining safe thermal conditions. Dynamic thermal
management (DTM), a broad class of techniques that aim to
deliver energy efficiency within safe thermal limits, has now
become ubiquitous.
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Across the entire spectrum of microprocessor design,
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) has been the
basic foundation for DTM [4]–[7]. Driven by an increasingly
diverse application pool, the runtime utilization rate of on-chip
cores often falls substantially below the nominal frequency.
DVFS is beneficial during these phases, as it saves energy
consumption with minimal loss in performance.
The effectiveness of DVFS, however, is rapidly degrading
with technology scaling. This growing DVFS inefficiency
stems from two critical factors: 1) dynamic adaptations fail
to alter the intrinsic circuit characteristics (such as gate sizes
and threshold voltages), which are designed for the nominal
frequency, and tend to be power hungry and 2) forthcoming
technology generations are restricting the supply voltage
scaling margins [8], [9], which is the key component behind
power savings through DVFS. Hence, it is now critical to find
alternative scalable means of achieving energy efficiency.
In this paper, we demonstrate that dynamic adaptations
using DVFS are markedly energy inefficient than techniques
that design circuits ground up for lower performance. Fundamentally, lower performance requirements allow certain circuit
components to choose appropriate gate sizes and device
attributes, for lower power. This design style can yield significantly better energy efficiency than achieved by applying
DVFS on circuits designed for higher performance. The key
question is how to use this design style at the system level,
and analyze its impact on real workload execution.
Using a system level computer-aided design (CAD)
approach, we propose architecturally homogeneous
power-performance heterogeneous multicore systems
(AHPH): a novel power efficient design paradigm. In
this approach, on-chip cores are topologically identical,
but they are designed to be power-performance optimal for
separate voltage-frequency (VF) domains. Our approach
is in contrast to the conventional design style, where all
cores are designed to be power-performance optimal at the
nominal frequency [1], [2], [10]. Our design paradigm yields
heterogeneous circuit characteristics in various on-chip cores,
without altering their fundamental micro-architecture and
circuit topology. To the best of our knowledge, this design
paradigm is the first of its kind, capturing the low-cost
benefit of a homogeneous core architecture, and delivering
energy-efficiency advantages of ground up circuit designs for
target latencies in a multicore system.
Our paper makes several contributions in the broad area
of circuit-architecture co-design. First, we demonstrate how
circuits designed ground up at specific latencies are more
energy efficient than using DVFS on circuits designed at
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the nominal latency, by up to 7× (Section III). Second, we
propose AHPH, a novel power efficient multicore design
paradigm that combines ground up circuit design style
with architectural-level modular design (Section IV). Third,
we present a simulated annealing algorithm for selecting
appropriate VF domains for a target multicore (Section V),
and discuss AHPH implementation (Section VI). Fourth,
using a rigorous experimental setup combining standard
cell-based CAD flow with architectural full system simulation, we analyze our design and several state-of-the-art DTM
techniques (Section VIII). Overall, we observe 11%–22%
improvement in system-level energy efficiency in representative multicore workloads.
II. R ELATED W ORK
With the advent of multicore systems and growing power
density induced thermal constraint, DTM has received significant attention in the research community. To the best of our
knowledge, the underlying multicore in all of these works uses
the conventional practice of on-chip cores designed for a fixed
nominal frequency. Our work in this paper is fundamentally
different, as we propose a novel systemlevel CAD approach to
design multicore systems, where individual cores are designed
ground up to operate at different frequency levels.
Donald et al. classified existing DTM techniques into two
types: distributed (per-core) or global [11]. Per core DVFS
offers higher flexibility, and several works have shown its
power-performance advantages [3], [6], [12]–[14], as well as
growing advantage with the number of on-chip cores [15].
Although its implementation is substantially complex, most
recent multicore systems are already offering this capability
[10]. With multicores integrating a growing number of cores
[1], [2], we take this forward looking approach in this paper
to assume per core VF domains. Local architecture adaptation
has been combined with global DVFS to yield some of the
advantages of per-core DVFS [16].
III. M OTIVATION
Our work is inspired by a combination of multiple
emerging technology trends. Modern multicore processors
have several on-chip cores, which are designed for optimal
power-performance at the highest utilization rate (nominal
frequency). A diverse pool of applications running on these
cores dictate wide variations in power-performance requirements. To cope with such variations, DVFS is employed to
improve energy efficiency during low utilization, and prevents
thermal violations during sustained high utilization. In this
section, we present a quantitative analysis on expected DVFS
efficiency, in the light of increasing obstacles of voltage
scaling: the key driver behind DVFS [8], [17].
A. Background on Area-Speed-Power Tradeoffs
Techniques, such as gate sizing and multiple threshold
voltage assignment are widely used for optimizing power and
performance in integrated circuits [18]–[22]. A particular class
of these techniques generally exploits any available slack in
the circuit for reducing power. For example, low threshold

Fig. 1.

c7552: energy efficiency degradation in DVFS (lower is better).

voltage devices (LVT) are very high speed, but also consume
extremely high leakage power. Increasing the threshold voltage
levels (RVT, HVT) causes exponential reduction in leakage
power, while also slowing down the speed of the logic gates.
Likewise, as the gate size is increased, the speed of a gate
improves at the cost of additional power and area. Hence, the
logic paths in a circuit having positive slack, can replace some
of their gates with high threshold voltage gates as well as
smaller sized gates to save power without any performance
hit. Efficient gate sizing and threshold voltage assignment
can exploit the available slack in reducing overall power and
energy consumption of a logic circuit.
B. Dynamic Adaptation Versus Ground Up Optimal Design
The key motivation of our work is to exploit the increasing
number of on-chip cores in high performance microprocessors
in a power-performance optimal way. For example, a core may
be designed for operation at 3 GHz, but during a particular
program phase, the processor may perform DVFS to operate
it at 2 GHz. However, the intrinsic circuit characteristics (e.g.,
distribution of gate sizes and threshold voltages) of the core
are substantially different from that of a core designed ground
up to be power-performance optimal at 2 GHz. The key issue
to understand is their comparative power-performance, when
the former is dynamically adapted to operate at 2 GHz.
We investigate this circuit design tradeoff using a combinational 32-bit ALU from the ISCAS benchmark suite (c7552)
as well as a sequential floating point unit (FPU) from the
OpenSPARC T1 processor [23]. We use two standard cell
libraries for this paper: a UMC 90-nm industrial library [24]
and a TSMC 45-nm technology library. Both libraries are
characterized for multiple threshold voltages: low Vt (LVT),
regular Vt (RVT), and high Vt (HVT). We allow 20% voltage
scaling to model the voltage scaling constraints of current and
forthcoming technology generations.
1) Technology Trend DVFS Inefficiency: Figs. 1 and 2
present a quantitative comparison of how much DVFS techniques lag their corresponding ground up optimal designs in
terms of energy efficiency. We report results for six operating
frequencies (1 = nominal). The ALU and FPU designed at
the nominal frequency are DVFS scaled to operate at the
lower operating frequencies. At each operating point, we report
the percentage degradation in energy efficiency of the DVFS
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Rel. freq.
Tech. node
Area
HVT
RVT
LVT
Voltage V
Tech. node
Area
HVT
RVT
LVT
Voltage V

3

TABLE I
G ROUND U P D ESIGNS

1.0

0.8
8955
8.6
43.1%
48.2%
0.95

0.67
0.6
90 nm
8808
7402
8.3%
8.6%
64.3% 86.1%
27.4%
5.3%
0.85
0.85

11879
3.6%
16.2%
80.2%
1.0
2120
13.0%
24.0%
63.0%
0.99

5603
4463
20.6% 49.8%
76.26% 47.3%
3.19%
2.8%
0.85
0.85

1306
22.4%
34.1%
43.5%
0.84

45 nm
1151
1071
38.9% 43.6%
33.9% 32.4%
27.2% 24.0%
0.81
0.81

1012
56.9%
30.5%
12.6%
0.81

Fig. 2. OpenSPARC floating point unit: energy efficiency degradation in
DVFS (lower is better).

0.5

0.33

980
71.1%
22.8%
6.1%
0.81

TABLE II
OPENSPARC FPU G ROUND U P D ESIGNS

scaled nominal design with respect to the ground up optimal
design at that operating frequency. Despite employing allowable DVFS, the nominal ALU suffers 57% (90 nm) and 71%
(45 nm) energy efficiency degradation at 50% of the nominal
frequency (0.5), compared to the ALU designed to operate
at that frequency. Similar energy efficiency degradation is
also observed in the nominal FPU. Interestingly, this degradation in energy efficiency grows rapidly as a circuit diverges
further away from its design frequency. The nominal ALU
suffers 69% and 86% loss in energy efficiency, respectively,
when it is DVFS scaled to operate at the relative frequency
of 0.33. At the same relative frequency, the nominal FPU
suffers 92% and 86% loss in energy efficiency at 90 nm and
45 nm, respectively. As leakage becomes more dominant at
lower technology nodes, the degradation also becomes more
pronounced as ground up designs can replace leaky devices
with low leakage devices (Tables I and II).
2) Methodology: We use Synopsys Design Compiler for
synthesizing our design with circuit optimizations. We use
multiple threshold voltages (LVT, RVT, and HVT) to optimize
power at the nominal frequency. Subsequently, we calculate
several operating frequencies with delays progressively higher
than the nominal. At each operating frequency, we perform:
1) ground up optimal design. For a given latency, we
synthesize the circuit with leakage and dynamic power
optimization at multiple voltages (between 100% and
80% of nominal voltage) and pick the design with
minimum power;
2) voltage frequency scaling of nominal design. We apply
DVFS on the ALU and FPU designed at the nominal
frequency, to measure the scaled power components
when they are operated at a frequency lower than
nominal.
Tables I and II present detailed internal circuit characteristics of ground up optimal designs at the six operating
points for 90- and 45-nm nodes, which lead to the energy
efficiency trend seen in Figs. 1 and 2. We report: 1) total area;
2) percentage area distribution of LVT, RVT, and HVT gates
in the circuit; and 3) operating voltage. It is seen that the
internal circuit characteristics of the same functional unit vary
substantially when optimized at different performance points.
When designed for the highest performance, the circuit takes

Rel. freq.
Tech. node
Area
HVT
RVT
LVT
Voltage V

1.0

0.8

286140
31.2%
35.1%
33.7%
1.0

Tech. node
Area
HVT
RVT
LVT
Voltage V

61530
33.0%
16.5%
50.5%
0.99

C 7552

0.5

0.33

282621
39.2%
27.5%
33.3%
1.0

0.67
0.6
90 nm
280131 275695
54.6% 53.4%
32.8% 36.8%
12.7%
9.8%
1.0
0.97

260376
72.1%
23.2%
4.6%
0.97

239775
98.8%
1.2%
0.1%
0.97

59598
42.8%
19.4%
37.8%
0.99

45 nm
57542
52172
56.9% 65.3%
17.7% 15.2%
25.4% 19.5%
0.81
0.81

50626
77.2%
13.7%
9.1%
0.81

48224
94.5%
4.9%
0.6%
0.81

TABLE III
G ROUND U P D ESIGNS W ITH RVT T RANSISTORS

Rel. freq.
Tech. node
Area
Voltage V
Tech. node
Area
Voltage V

1.0

0.8

11237
1.0

8507
0.95

2056
0.99

1269
0.84

0.67
0.6
90 nm
8338
6958
0.90
0.85
45 nm
1126
1039
0.84
0.81

0.5

0.33

5256
0.85

4142
0.85

980
0.81

955
0.81

up the largest area as different gates in the circuit are sized up.
As expected, we find the largest concentration of LVT devices
at the highest performance level (1.0). At lower performance
levels, the power consumption drops significantly due to:
1) smaller area (lower gate capacitance); 2) lower leakage due
to the reduction of LVT devices; and 3) lower supply voltage.
C. Dynamic Adaptation Versus Ground Up Design Using
Single Threshold Transistors
A large portion of the energy efficiency benefits of ground
up optimal designs over their DVFS scaled counterparts comes
from reduced leakage power. To analyze the energy benefits
of this scheme outside the leakage benefits, we repeat our
analysis with single threshold voltage transistors (RVT only).
Tables III and IV show the circuit characteristics using only
RVT transistors.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the energy efficiency degradation
of DVFS designs compared to their ground up counterparts. We can see from the results that even using single
threshold transistors, ground up designs show better energy
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TABLE IV
O PEN SPARC FPU G ROUND U P D ESIGNS W ITH RVT T RANSISTORS
Rel. freq.
Tech. node
Area
Voltage V

1.0

0.8

0.5

0.33

266280
1.0

0.67
0.6
90 nm
254523 245202
0.94
0.85

271489
1.0

233252
0.82

221009
0.82

Tech. node
Area
Voltage V

60182
0.99

58330
0.99

45 nm
54789
53723
0.81
0.81

52580
0.81

51629
0.81

Fig. 5.

Performance loss from core frequency scaling.

Fig. 6.

Overview of the AHPH multicore system design.

Fig. 3. c7552: energy efficiency degradation in DVFS with RVT transistors
(lower is better).

benchmarks include h264, hmmer and sjeng. Mid IPC benchmarks include astar-lakes, gcc, gobmk, bzip2, and perlbench.
Low IPC benchmarks include mcf, xalancbmk, libquantum,
and omnetpp. We observe that low IPC workloads suffer
substantially lower performance loss at lower frequencies
compared to high IPC workloads.
E. Summary
Fig. 4. OpenSPARC floating point unit: energy efficiency degradation in
DVFS with RVT transistors (lower is better).

efficiency compared to DVFS designs. This benefit is however,
much smaller than with multiple threshold transistors. The
energy efficiency under the RVT only designs is drawn from:
1) smaller area (lower gate capacitance) and 2) lower supply
voltage. However, no benefit is obtained from lower leakage
in this case.
D. Performance Impact of Lower Frequency
At the system level, the performance impact of lower
operating frequency is diverse: not all applications are equally
affected by the core frequency. Fig. 5 shows this diversity in
SPEC CPU2006 workloads measured using the methodology
in Section VIII. We categorize the diversity in three different
classes that collectively capture the range of IPCs (instructions
per cycle) seen in these workloads (see Table VI). High IPC

We demonstrated that ground up optimal designs at any
performance level are substantially more energy efficient than
their DVFS scaled counterparts. Given the diverse latency
requirements of on-chip cores in modern multicores, we
explore design automation techniques to apply this circuit
design style for an entire system design next.
IV. AHPH M ULTICORE : OVERVIEW
In this paper, we propose a cost-effective heterogeneous
multicore design paradigm as an energy efficient alternative
to DVFS-based multicore systems. This paradigm creates
several architecturally identical cores, designed ground up to
be power-performance optimal at specific VF domains.
Fig. 6 shows an overview of designing AHPH cores in a
multicore system. The AHPH multicore design is comprised
of five phases, marked as 1–5 in Fig. 6. In Phase 1,
we use the Synopsys Design Compiler tool to synthesize the
Verilog description of a 64-bit out-of-order microprocessor
core at various target frequencies (using a methodology similar
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Our goal is to select a VF domain assignment for a multicore
system with n cores to maximize the system level energy
efficiency, while minimizing the expected performance loss.
We denote a possible VF assignment by the set V, where
V = {(Vi , Fi ) : (Vi , Fi ) ∈ PD,

Fig. 7.

Clustered multicore system.

to Section III). Subsequently, we do a power-performance
analysis of the synthesized hardware to develop regression
models of energy as a function of the core frequency.
In Phase 2, we determine the expected performance loss at
specific VF domains using full-system architectural simulation
(collecting data similar to Fig. 5). To handle the large workload
space of applications, we use a methodology employing design
automation algorithm based on yield detailed in Section V.
In Phase 3, we use a simulated annealing optimization
algorithm to select the VF domain levels of each core for
maximizing the energy efficiency of the multicore system
(Section V). The algorithm for VF selection depends on the
number of cores, the workload characteristics as well as the
technology node. Once we select the VF domains of the target
multicore, Phase 4 develops ground-up designs of the cores at
the target VF domains, using the Synopsys Design Compiler
tool (Section VI).
The output from Phase 4 is the synthesized design of our
AHPH multicore system, where each core is designed ground
up for the target VF domain obtained from the simulated
annealing algorithm. To dynamically exploit the AHPH cores
and accommodate variations in workload characteristics, we
use runtime adaptation techniques in Phase 5 (Section VI-A).
V. S ELECTING VF D OMAINS
In this section, we formally describe the VF domain
selection problem, analyze its complexity, and describe our
simulated annealing-based stochastic algorithm.
For the ease of comprehension, we distinguish application
and workload in the following way. Applications for a multicore system consist of individual programs, such as SPEC
CPU2006 benchmarks. Workloads, on the other hand, contain
a collection of applications to run on the target multicore.
Detailed description of our multicore workloads based on
virtual machine consolidation is given in Section VII-B.
A. Formalizing the VF Selection Problem
We are given a set of k permissible VF domain levels
denoted by the set PD, where
PD = {(v 1 , f 1 ), . . . , (v k , fk ) : f k > f k−1 > · · · > f 2 > f1 }.

1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

In order to maximize the overall energy efficiency, we use
an objective function that correlates with the total energy of the
VF assignment under a bound on the performance loss. We
use the methodology in Section III to develop a regression
model of energy E(Fi ) as a function of the core frequency
Hence, our objective function for assignment V is given
Fi . 
by ni=1 E(Fi (V)).
Workload Space: Our selection of VF domains further needs
to be constrained by an estimation of the expected performance
loss of the system. For a general purpose microprocessor, a
large number of applications can combine in various phases
creating a very large workload space. For example, characterizing the application phases into p IPC classes creates
a workload space of size pn with exponential complexity.
Exhaustive evaluation of all possible workload combinations
becomes an extremely hard problem.
We use a simulated annealing-based stochastic optimization
to formulate our VF domain selection. We define multicore
performance yield (Y ) to estimate the performance loss in a
large workload space as

 n
1  I PCi (V)
(1)
≥ L0
Y (V) = Pr
n
I PCbase
i=1

where, I PCbase is the IPC of an application running in a
core with the highest VF domain, while I PCi (V) is the
IPC of the same application running on the i th core with a
VF tuple (Vi , Fi ) in V. Y (V) is the probability that a VF
assignment V produces a relative performance higher than
L 0 under diverse workload combinations. Note that Y uses a
conservative estimate of I PCbase , as certain applications may
not be able to continually execute at the highest VF level due to
their thermal profile. Therefore, a thermally aware throughput
of AHPH can be higher than a multicore comprised of cores
designed for the nominal frequency (details in Section VIII).
Throughput here refers to the number of instructions executed
by the multicore system per unit time.
We use Monte Carlo simulations with 1000 randomly
selected samples of applications to estimate Y (V) using (1)
and characterized performance loss data similar to Fig. 5. Our
VF selection problem can be formulated as
minimize

n


E(Fi (V))

i=1

s.t.

Y (V) ≥ Y0 .

(2)

B. Simulated Annealing Optimization
Algorithm 1 shows our simulated annealing optimization.
The algorithm follows the traditional simulated annealing
schedule where anneal temperature T is initialized to a high
value T0 and cools down to .
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Algorithm 1 VF_select
1: Initialize: V ← Vin ; T ← T0
n
2: Calculate O ←
i=1 E(Fi (V))
3: while T >  do
4: while moves < M do
5:
Vnew =APPLY
RANDOM MOVE(V)

6:
Onew ← ni=1 E(Fi (Vnew ))
7:
Calculate Y (Vnew )
8:
if ANNEAL CRITERIA MET (O, Onew ) then
9:
V ← Vnew ; O ← Onew
10:
end if
11: end while
12: T ← λT
13: end while

Initial Solution: A trivial initial solution is Vin = {(Vi , Fi ) :
Vi = v k , Fi = f k , 1 ≤ i ≤ n)}. This solution obeys the yield
constraint in (2) as it assigns the highest VF domain to each
core. Since, more than one core can have the same VF

 domain
.
assigned, the size of the solution space is given by k+n−1
n
Annealing Moves: We perturb our current solution V using
two types of moves, which combine to explore the entire
solution space. Move M0 randomly selects a VF domain in
V and raises it to the next higher VF level in PD. Move
M1 randomly selects a VF domain in V and lowers it to
the immediate lower VF level in PD. APPLY RANDOM
MOVE(V) randomly selects and applies a move to V.
ANNEAL CRITERIA MET(O, Onew ) evaluates to true if:
1) Onew is smaller than O and 2) Onew is larger than O with a
probability of accepting uphill moves that decreases with the
progress of annealing.
1) Application Diversity: To derive the best multicore
VF domain configuration using our proposed algorithm,
we randomly selected 1000 multicore applications. Each of
these applications is essentially comprised of eight randomly
selected SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, we analyze in this paper
(Table VI shows the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks). However,
none of these 1000 randomly selected application is comprised
of the exact set of benchmarks combined in the consolidated
virtual machines (Table VII), we have used in our experimental
results (Section VIII).
VI. I MPLEMENTATION
After selecting the target VF domains in a multicore, we
design individual cores for their target frequencies, in a ground
up manner using the methodology in Section III-B2. A key
challenge beyond that is to adapt to the runtime variation in
workload characteristics, described next.
A. Runtime Adaptation
The runtime adaptation scheme is loosely based on the hardware task migration proposed in [12]. The basic objective of
the technique is to reassign workloads on the available AHPH
cores to better fit their runtime execution characteristics, while
also alleviating thermal emergencies.

TABLE V
M ULTICORE VF D OMAIN C ONFIGURATION
Cluster
Cluster 0
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3

Core configuration
Core 0: 0.99 V, 3.0 GHz; Core 1: 0.84 V, 2.4 GHz
Core 0: 0.99 V, 3.0 GHz; Core 1: 0.81 V, 2.0 GHz
Core 0: 0.84 V, 2.4 GHz; Core 1: 0.81 V, 2.0 GHz
Core 0: 0.81 V 1.8 GHz; Core 1: 0.81 V, 1.5 GHz

At each scheduling epoch, we reassign the workloads on
different clusters or different cores within the cluster. During
task migration, the hardware saves and restores the register
state using the on-chip caches [12]. Using the performance
counters to monitor IPC, the hardware selects the best possible
VF domain for an application. Within the same cluster,
the migration overhead is small, and thus such reassignments are always favored over inter-cluster reassignments. An
inter-cluster reassignment is only accomplished when the VF
domains differ by at least two discrete frequency levels.
Overhead: The hardware task migration avoids context
switch to the OS, but incurs overhead due to: 1) saving and
restoring register state; 2) effect of cold cache; and 3) loss
of branch predictor state. The cold cache effect is the major
component, but it is incurred only during inter-cluster migration, as first level caches are shared within a cluster (Fig. 7).
In our full system architectural simulator infrastructure, we
faithfully model both the latency and energy overhead of
task migration in results presented in Section VIII. Across
all workloads, latency overheads are less than 2%, while the
power overheads are less than 1%, similar to [12].
VII. E XPERIMENTAL M ETHODOLOGY
We combine an elaborate standard cell-based CAD design
flow with a detailed cycle accurate full system architectural
simulation, to evaluate the energy efficiency of the system
using real workloads.
A. Multicore System
We use full-system simulation built on top of Virtutech
SIMICS [21]. SIMICS provides the functional model of
several popular ISAs, in sufficient detail to boot an unmodified operating system and run commercial applications. For
our experiments, we use the SPARC V9 ISA, and use our
own detailed timing model to enforce timing characteristics
of eight-core clustered multicore system. Fig. 7 shows the
clustered multicore system we use for this paper. This model
is similar to the Sun’s ROCK multicore chip [30], where first
level caches are shared within a cluster.
In our model, we use four clusters, each containing two
on-chip cores that share both L1 Instruction and Data caches.
L2 is shared between all clusters, and uses MESI coherence
protocol. On-chip cores have seven stage pipelines, with dual
issue 32 entry out-of-order issue window. L1 (32 KB 4-way
split Instruction and Data) has a single cycle latency, while
16-way 8 MB L2 and main memory are accessed in 25 and
240 cycles, respectively. We use the 45-nm technology node,
with 0.99 V VDD and 3.0-GHz nominal frequency. L1 and L2
caches use this nominal VF domain (0.99 V and 3.0 GHz).
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TABLE VI
S PEC CPU2006 B ENCHMARK IPC
Benchmark
astar-lakes
sjeng
gcc
hmmer
gobmk
mcf
bzip2
xalancbmk
h264
libquantum
omnetpp
perlbench

Phase I IPC
0.43
1.85
0.71
2.54
0.65
0.34
1.84
0.39
2.17
0.51
0.55
0.79

Phase II IPC
1.59
1.74
1.41
2.54
1.31
0.24
0.178
0.41
2.31
0.31
0.59
1.08

TABLE VII
W ORKLOAD C OMPOSITION . S PECIFIC P HASES I NCLUDED FROM
E ACH B ENCHMARK I S S HOWN IN PARENTHESES
Workloads
VM1
VM2
VM3
VM4
VM5
VM6
VM7
VM8

Composition
astar-lakes(both), xalancbmk (2), sjeng(2), h264
(both), libquantum(2), hmmer(1)
mcf(both), hmmer(both), h264(1), xalancbmk(1),
gobmk(both)
hmmer(2), gcc(both), omnetpp(both),
libquantum(1), perlbench(2)
gobmk(both), perlbench(1), sjeng(1), h264(both),
mcf(2), libquantum(2)
mcf(2), sjeng(1), astar-lakes(both), omnetpp(2),
h264(1), gcc(both)
libquantum(both), xalancbmk(2), gcc(both),
mcf(both), bzip2(1)
mcf(2), xalancbmk(2), h264(both), omnetpp(both),
astar-lakes(2), bzip2(2)
xalancbmk(both), perlbench(both), bzip2(1),
mcf(2), sjeng(1), omnetpp(1)
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and a 45-nm TSMC standard cell library (see Section III-B2).
We measure the frequency, dynamic, and leakage power of the
synthesized cores at each VF operating point. Cache powers
are estimated using Cacti 6.0 [22].
2) Temperature Estimation Using HotSpot: To estimate
the workload-dependent runtime core power, we combine
the dynamic power and leakage power characteristics of the
synthesized hardware, and the runtime usage for processor
components from the architectural simulator. Multicore power
dissipation data is then fed to HotSpot 4.2 [29], which is
integrated with our architectural simulator to obtain transient temperatures. Our overall model is similar to the
Wattch-based techniques [4]. However, we use a more accurate power estimation using synthesized hardware, instead
of linear scaling. Before the simulation run, we feed the
power trace for each workload to derive steady state thermal
characteristics of the multicore system. Subsequently, transient
temperatures are used to model thermal emergencies triggered
by on-chip thermal sensors. In our experiments, we use 90 °C
as the thermal threshold. We use a sampling interval of
0.05 msec to communicate runtime power dissipation with
Hotspot. Transient temperatures are also used to adjust the
temperature-dependent leakage power in our experiments.
VIII. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our
system level techniques to combine CAD-driven AHPH core
design and runtime adaptation.
A. Selected VF Domains

B. Workloads
We use several consolidated virtual machines, each running
a SPEC CPU2006 benchmark on Solaris nine operating
system. The representative portions of each application are
extracted using the SimPoint toolset [28]. We select two
most representative phases from these SPEC benchmarks.
The IPC characteristics for these benchmarks are shown in
Table VI. Table VII shows the composition of our consolidated
virtual machine workloads. Workloads are run for 100 million
instructions.
C. Power and Timing Analysis
We generate accurate power and timing information of
designs tuned at multiple operating frequencies, using an
extensive standard cell-based CAD flow. The energy consumption is then calculated by combining the cycle level usage
information from our architectural simulation with power and
timing from the standard cell library flow (detailed next).
1) Verilog Modeling and Synthesis: We design a 64-bit
out-of-order microprocessor core containing the following
critical modules in Verilog: 64-bit ALU, 64-bit register file
with four banks, 64-bit Rename logic incorporating a CAM
table and freelist, and 64-bit Instruction Scheduler (32 entry).
These designs are developed and verified using the ModelSim
simulation tool. Next, the microprocessor core is synthesized
for various target frequencies using Synopsys Design Compiler

Based on the workload and multicore configuration, Table V
shows VF domains selected by our algorithm in Section V,
where L 0 and Y0 are set to 0.85 and 0.8, respectively.
B. Comparative Schemes
A large number of schemes are possible within the entire
design spectrum of Multicore DTM. We choose the following
pivotal multicore designs that capture the state-of-the-art spectrum wide characteristics.
1) Homogeneous Cores with DVFS (D-DVFS): Per core
DVFS is applied where frequency levels are set using
feedback control [11]. Changing the VF domain of
a core must incur transition delay costs. Since cores
are designed for the nominal frequency, altering the
frequency levels make them power inefficient. No task
migration is performed.
2) Homogeneous Cores without VF Transition Delays
(ADVFS): This scheme models recent developments in
altering the clock frequency without pausing execution,
by using a digital phase locked loop (DPLL) [30].
Although voltage transition do not cause paused execution, these transitions happen only at 32ms interval with
a 6.25 mV step [30]. Consequently, they offer minimal
throughput loss, but energy savings are also limited in
this scheme.
3) Homogeneous Cores with Static VF (SVFS): Homogeneous cores, designed for nominal frequency, are tuned
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TABLE VIII
S UMMARY OF E XPERIMENTAL M ULTICORE S CHEMES
Scheme
D-DVFS
ADVFS
SVFS
AHPH
AHPH-TM

H/W task
migration
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

Overhead
VF transition delays
No
task migration
VF transition delays
task migration

Power
efficient
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

statically to operate at different VF domains. Frequent
hardware-driven task migration is performed, and the
overall design is similar in spirit to [12]. We use DVFS
to avoid thermal emergencies.
4) AHPH: This is a simplified version of our proposed
multicore system, comprised of topologically homogeneous power-performance heterogeneous cores. Each
core has identical logic depth and pipelining. However,
the choices of gate sizes and threshold voltages in these
cores are different to provide the right tradeoff between
speed and power. Workload assignments are static, and
no task migrations are performed. DVFS is performed
only to avoid thermal emergencies.
5) AHPH-TM: This is similar to AHPH, but we also
perform task migration to adapt to transient variations
in workload characteristics.
A summary of the fundamental characteristics of the above
schemes is shown in Table VIII. Except in D-DVFS, VF
domains are fixed in the other three designs, except to avoid
thermal emergencies (90.0 °C in our setup). We assume 10-μs
transition delay for switching between VF domains [11]. We
use 10 000 cycles as the scheduling epoch for our runtime
adaptation, and model all aspects of our runtime task migration
overhead as described in Section VI-A.
C. Throughput
Fig. 8 presents the throughput comparison between the
different schemes. Overall, hardware-driven task migration in
SVFS is able to improve the throughput by avoiding VF transition delays, and utilizing high-speed task migration. Using
DPLL, ADVFS scheme also avoids VF transition delays, but
the ability to lower clock frequency without thread migration
further improves its throughput. AHPH performs comparably
to the D-DVFS scheme, but without task migration it is
unable to exploit the opportunities to reassign the workloads.
However, more power efficient cores lead to substantially
smaller thermal violations, which avoid VF transition delays.
With task migration, AHPH-TM performs similar to SVFS,
but outperforms in a few workloads.
D. Energy Efficiency
Fig. 9 presents the energy efficiency comparison. We
measure the energy efficiency as throughput (Billion Instruction per Second)/Watt. Across all workloads, the use of
power efficient cores in our schemes substantially improves
the energy efficiency. AHPH shows an overall improvement of 7%–14%, which is primarily due to conservation

Fig. 8.

Throughput comparison (higher is better).

Fig. 9.

Energy efficiency comparison (higher is better).

of energy consumption through a combination of high-,
medium-, and low-power cores. AHPH-TM is able to boost
the throughput while saving energy consumption, delivering
an overall improvement of 11%–22% in energy efficiency.
Compared to SVFS that uses the same VF domains in homogeneous cores, both the AHPH schemes perform substantially
better due to our power efficient design paradigm. ADVFS
shows a loss in energy efficiency in several benchmarks as
without pausing execution, voltage scaling can happen at a
very fine grain (6.25 mV per 32 ms [30]), thereby limiting
the energy savings obtained during low throughput phases in
these benchmarks.
E. Thermal Violations
We show a comparison of DVFS induced by thermal
sensors across different schemes in Fig. 10. The figure shows
percentage change in these events compared to D-DVFS.
When a temperature threshold is indicated in a given core, both
D-DVFS and AHPH immediately reduce their VF domain.
However, SVFS and AHPH-TM attempt to tackle the problem
by applying task migration. If the same sensor again indicates
temperatures beyond the threshold, the VF domain is lowered
from the current one, indicating a thermal-induced transition.
AHPH lacks both feedback-driven control and task migration capability, which can lead to higher thermal emergency
responses. However, using power efficient cores in AHPH
substantially reduce these events. Overall, we notice up to 4%
reduction in thermal-induced transitions in AHPH. Using task
migration reduces these transitions in SVFS and we observe
up to 6% reduction. AHPH-TM is able to further reduce these
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TABLE IX
R ESTRICTED M ULTICORE VF D OMAIN C ONFIGURATION
Cluster
Cluster 0
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3

Fig. 10.

Core configuration
0: 0.99 V, 3.0 GHz; Core 1: 0.99 V,
0: 0.84 V, 2.4 GHz; Core 1: 0.84 V,
0: 0.81 V, 2.0 GHz; Core 1: 0.81 V,
0: 0.81 V 1.5 GHz; Core 1: 0.81 V,

3.0 GHz
2.4 GHz
2.0 GHz
1.5 GHz

Percentage change in thermal-induced DVFS (lower is better).

Fig. 12.

Fig. 11.

Core
Core
Core
Core

Overhead from task migration in AHPH-TM.

events, as it benefits from both task migration and power
efficient cores, improving its thermal characteristics.
In our ADVFS scheme, no thermally induced DVFS are
triggered, and thus omitted from Fig. 10. In this scheme, when
the temperature reaches the threshold, we aggressively reduce
the frequency by 50%. In all cases, such drastic reduction in
clock frequency is enough to reduce the temperature in the
next epoch. Subsequently, the frequency is slowly ramped up
to the original level to limit the performance overhead.
F. Task Migration Overhead
Fig. 11 shows the task migration overhead in the AHPH-TM
scheme. The figure shows both the performance overhead
as well as the power overhead. These overheads, however,
only include the directly measurable overheads incurred during
task migration: latency and power consumption of transferring register state from one core to another. The penalty
from cold caches is not shown here, but is included in the
power-performance results presented before. We notice fairly
small overheads in power-performance across these benchmarks.
G. Restricted VF Domain Assignment
In our study, we have thus far allowed unrestricted VF
domain assignments to processing cores in a cluster. With
a shared L1, this approach may lead to additional design
issues related to synchronization. While recent progress in low
overhead and high data rate synchronization can eliminate bulk
of the overhead [31], we also wanted to explore the efficacy

Energy efficiency with restricted VF domain assignment.

of our scheme when cores within a cluster must operate in the
same VF domain. Imposing this additional constraint, yields
the multicore configuration shown in Table IX. All L1 caches
use the same VF domain as their parent cluster. Similar to
the AHPH system, L2 caches use the nominal VF domain,
although it is possible for the L2s to use a lower VF domain.
Using this multicore, the energy efficiency obtained in our
schemes are shown in Fig. 12, where we show the results for
the baseline D-DVFS, AHPH-TM, and this restricted multicore
(R-AHPH-TM). We notice that R-AHPH-TM is able to offer
almost similar advantages in energy efficiency barring VM4
and VM7. These two benchmarks offer substantial opportunity
in intra-cluster thread migration in AHPH-TM. However,
R-AHPH-TM cannot exploit those as processing cores within
a cluster operate in the same VF domain.
IX. C ONCLUSION
We presented a novel energy efficient design paradigm:
AHPH multicore systems. This paradigm captures the low-cost
benefit of homogeneous core design and verification, while
delivering remarkable energy efficiency improvements over
dynamic adaptation schemes. Using a rigorous experimental
methodology combining standard cell library based CAD flows
with architectural full system simulation, we demonstrated
11%–22% improvement over state-of-the-art DTM techniques.
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